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This CD is alluring in the way Radha is with Krishna. Both ephemeral and and powerful, full of surprises

with counterbalanced harmonies that are delightful and at times haunting. The musicians are excellent

and support the vocals in a lyrical way. 7 MP3 Songs WORLD: Chants, SPIRITUAL: Mantras Show all

album songs: Fire of Devotion Songs Details: Sruti Ram  Ishwari Sruti Ram has been leading kirtan for 35

years. He is a devotee of Neem Karoli Baba, and taught with Ram Dass for 30 years as a pujari,

meditation master and kirtan singer. SrutiRam has toured in India and sung for many teachers and saints

in ashrams and temples. His focus has been to open hearts with the names of the Divine. Ishwari has

composed and sung original music for 30 years, and 7 years ago began singing kirtan, "My heart has

found it's home chanting the Divine Names, and with meeting Sruti Ram I have found the musical partner

I had been seeking all my life". Sruti Ram and Ishwari met at a Woodstock kirtan. After Ishwari produced

Sruti Ram's second CD "In Divine Love", they began chanting together. This is truly a magical union of

voice and devotion made in heaven. Reviews: Your new CD is alluring in the way Radha is with Krishna.

Both ephemeral and and powerful, it keeps me on the edge waiting for the next twist in a phrase; totally

unexpected. It is full of surprises and the counterbalanced harmonies are delightful and at times even

haunting. The musicians are excellent and support the vocals in a lyrical way that keeps me asking for

more. The vocals by you and Iswari are reversed; you the feminine and she the masculine and both very

mature. -Ganga Ram CEO Vision Arts Vrindaban, India
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